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Transcript
How many of you have ever used a number line before?
Have you placed numbers on the number line before?
How about putting whole number on the line. If that were
zero and this were a one.
Where would I put two? You know where I would put
two? David?
Ohm. Over there. [RT1 draws line from 0 to 2 with a
continuing arrow.]
Where would you put three?
Further over.
Do you know where you would put four and five? Do you
all see that? How many of you have done that before?
You made a number line and placed the numbers on the
line?
[Many students in camera view raise their hands.]
You could imagine that number line? You could mark
zero, one, two, three, and four? Where would you put a
thousand? Where would a thousand be on that number
line? Can you imagine that? How many of you can
imagine where a thousand would be? Where do you think
it will be? Would it be in the building?
[mumbles no]
Would it be outside the building?
[Giggles yes]
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You’d be all the way to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
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You think that far. So you remember how to do those
number lines, right? I bet when you did number lines
before you didn’t place numbers between zero and one,
did you?
[mumbles no]
Is that right? You didn’t place your numbers between
zero and one when you made your whole number line. Do
you see the difference in what we are doing now? We’re
now sort of looking at other pieces of the number line.
Now Alan is going to share with us his piece of the
number line between zero and one. He is going to talk
about it so I would like for you to listen. I see some
interesting questions have arisen. [Alan walks up to the
OHP in the front of the room.]
About the 1/100. I think.
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Let’s talk about the other ones first.
Well, between zero and one you can divide it into those
fractions. Such as the three fourths would go there
[motions to half way between ½ and 1] because you would
have the one third there, and place one fourth there. And,
it would take three of those [motions to 1/4] to get up to
that mark. The one half you could use a guideline. The
others, one tenth, one one-hundredth, and one onethousandth.
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I made another [points to an enlarged portion of the top
number line] because you couldn’t really see it on the
other [top number line] That is where the one thousandth
would be. You couldn’t really make anything bigger than
that because it would be too hard to see.
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02:50 RT1

Leave that up there, Alan. I want you to stay up there for
a minute. Some people made their number line where
they took one third and they had one third to the right of
where you placed one half. How many of you have that
on your number line where you have one third to the right
of one half?
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[Some students raise their hands.]
I’d like to have a discussion because enough of you did
that and enough of you didn’t do that and we had some
differences that I’d like to discuss. Some of you put one
third in two places. Do you all know what I am saying?
Some of you had the one third where Alan has it and then
some of you also put one third on the other side of one
half. What do you think about that? Alan?
You could put basically the one third in any place, in any
three places of that number line because you could have
the thirds going either way. I mean, you could take it out
from there, you could take it out from there, or you could
take it out from there. It really doesn’t matter. So you
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really could put it in three different places.
Do you agree? So where would a second place for that
one third be?
The second place for that one third would be somewhere
up here approximately [points to the right of one half]
Where would you put two thirds?
Two thirds would go right there [motions to same location
of where said a 1/3 would go.]
Because, if you have thirds you would be dividing that
into three parts so you could put it in three different
places.
I’m not clear. So you are saying you could put one third
in a second place. How are you comparing the places
where you put the second one third and the two thirds?
If you use the rods to sort of bracket like this.
Let’s do that.
Here you have thirds.
[Puts rods on OHP – 1 green and 3 reds]
Let me just sketch this if you don’t mind.[marks 0 and 1
on OHP along the green rod. and marks the lengths from
the three red rods.] I’m asking you to mark one third; but,
remember where I marked zero and one with respect to
where I marked my zero and one.
You could mark the one third here
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or you could mark it between here
[second tick mark]
or you could mark it here
[on top of the 1]
So place the number one third on that number line.
The number one third would go here. [first tick mark]
Okay. Let’s stop for a minute. How many of you agree
that one third goes up there? How many of you would
place one-third there where Alan is placing it?
Move to side, honey so we can see.
See what he did? He took the green rod and called that
one and he took the three red rods and he marked off each
spot at the end of the red rod he put a one third. Do you
all see that? How many of you agree with that? He put
the one third above?
Is it a third? Is it or isn’t it?
[Many students in view raise their hands.]
How many of you believe it’s a third? How many of you
believe it is something else?
[Few students in view raise their hands.]
This is my next question; it’s an important question. Alan
is saying, and some of you are saying, that where I have
that other little mark I can also put a third. I’m asking you
then how where then would I mark two thirds? That’s my
question to you. Where would I put two thirds? I guess I
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get a little confused when you tell me they are both one
third. I’m kind of wondering what you are thinking.
[Walks up to OHP in front of the room.] Well, I would put
it there [puts it over 2nd tick mark]
Mark would put two thirds there. How many of you
would put two thirds there also? [Off camera] You all
would do that. Where would you put three thirds?
Danielle, you want to come put three thirds somewhere?
[Walks up to OHP in front of the room. OFF CRT2ERA.
Places 3/3 above the third tick mark or 1]
Where would you put zero thirds? Andrew? Stay there
Alan. I’m not finished. I still want you to talk about your
stuff a little bit more.
[Walks up to OHP in front of the room. OFF CRT2ERA.
Places 0/3 above the first tick mar, or0]
Okay. Zero third, one thirds, two thirds, three thirds,
right? Or zero, one third, two thirds, one. Do you agree
with that? Does that make sense? Is it okay to put one
third where you have two thirds? If that is your number
line and not rods anymore?
Well, basically, what you can do is this could be a third,
and between there and here that could be a third.
Those distances are indeed one third. You proved it when
you put the red rods. I believe that.
Basically, what comes to mind when you think of
fractions you only think of the first one
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because you could put it here [motions to first space],
here [motions to second space]
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or here [motions to third space]
and it would still be one third.
But, you could put one third,
two thirds,
or three thirds.
You could put it in any one of those three places but you
could still go one third [motions to first place],
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That would be one third [motions to 2nd place]
or that would be one one third [motions to third space].
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Does that really work? I’m curious? Andrew?
I don’t think it would work because if you just put red in
the middle and call that one third, then if you put then on
the left side of it three thirds then on the right side of it
two thirds then you would be reading it two thirds, one
third, three thirds. So, uhm, wherever you put it in that
space, you always are going to have to start from zero
because you cannot go from one down to zero because
that is getting bigger. Because if you start it like that then
you are just switching the zero and one.
Right. but you could put one third in anyone of these
places but basically what comes to mind once you think of
fractions is that you always think of the first one it could
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go in anyone of these.
So you are saying the length of those rods happen to all be
one third. Is that what you are telling me? The length of
all of those rods are all one third and you are marking off
the rods the lengths of one third, right?
Yeah
But, when you mark off the rods, to mark off where you
place the numbers, is it okay then to make all those
numbers equal to one third?
Yeah. You could put that there it would be equal to one
third.
Yeah. That length is one third but when you place your
numbers on the number line can you write them all as one
third?
No. You can put that in the beginning on the number line;
but, when you think of fractions you could put it in anyone
of these places as long as like you are not basically trying
to divide put another rod in there like this
then you would have to put something through there. But,
you could put the third in any one of those but they are all
the same length each so they still have the same fraction
value of one third.
It is sort of like you are making a ruler. Andrew?
Yeah, but you see, if you’re doing that, you see, you put it
in the middle, right, then the one on the left side of it is
blank so what they would think it needs to be filled in so
they would fill it in and it would be two thirds because
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they mostly have spaces because you take zero to one
hundred. You can’t go one third would be next to one
hundred it would have to put like, it would be three thirds
next to one hundred because if you divide zero to one
hundred into thirds you can’t go from one third. And then,
by the zero it would be three thirds.
Let me ask you a question. If I were making a ruler with
whole numbers and I decided that I was going to mark off
inches, right? Would it be okay on my ruler, once I
decided an inch, you know what a unit of measure is an
inch, like that would be one third? Is it okay to say when I
make my marking, okay this is one and I mark another one
and say this is one again and I mark my ruler again and
say this is one and mark my ruler again and say this is one
again. So it’s true, they are all one inches in length aren’t
they, but would that be an okay way to make a ruler?
Would that be helpful? Why not?
It’s not the way to put… A ruler has the different numbers
that you count by so if you have all these 1s and you don’t
have the numbers that they belong to, then….
Well, Alan, would argue, I think, maybe not, that this is
one and this is the same length one inch and this is the
same length one inch, so why can’t we mark these all one?
They are the same length, but you could take three more
of these.
How do I mark my ruler? I’m making a ruler here for
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fractions?
Right, but if you say you wanted to divide it. A ruler
shows you how long something is like up here [points to
OHP] say the red is one inch, one inch,
And if you add another one inch on there then that would
be two inches
and you add another inch on there it would be three
inches.
So what would I mark where the one inch ended. What
number would I put here if I were making a number line
or ruler?
You’d put one there [put first red rod down],
Two there [puts second red rod down]
and three there [puts third red rod down]
because that would be one inch and that would be two
inches and that would be three inches.
And of course it agrees with what you said each of these
are an inch in length. David you were going to say
something?
Well, I was just going to say that uhm, they may be all the
same thing but when you’re measuring something then
you know that if it is an inch you know how many instead
of just counting all of them.
I know our time is up and this is a really good discussion.
Alan, thank you, I may want you to talk about your other
one a little bit more tomorrow. [to class] I’d like you to
think about the little number line you made, the fraction
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number line between zero and one. And on our basis of
our discussion, I want you to hand in the one you have,
but I want you to make me another one, Okay? I’d like to
see what you can do between zero and two for homework?
See what fractions you know and what whole numbers
you know between zero and two. Okay?

